
 

 

Department of  Humanities and Social Sciences 

Course Profile    

Course Number : HSS 102 Course Title : History of  Civilization II 

Required / Elective :  Required and elective Pre / Co-requisites :  - None 
Catalog Description: Middle Ages, 
Renaissance, Enlightment 
period,the French and the 
Industrial revolutions. The world 
economy, The rise of Russia, 
industrialization outside of the 
West, The world war I, second 
global conflict,  globalization: 
world history 1990- 2004.   

Textbook / Required Material :  
Peter N.Stearns, Michael Adas, Stuart 
B.Schwartz, Marc Iason Gilbert, 2004 World 
Civilizations, 4th Edition, Pearson Education, 
New York. 

Course Structure / Schedule :  (3+0+0) 3 /  5 ECTS  

Extended Description : The course studies the historical events from the Middle Ages to the 
Globalization Period: World History: 1990-2006. The study embraces the literature, formal 
scientific discoveries, art and architecture music, inventions, the most elaborate social, 
political and economic systems; the brutality and destruction caused by conflicts, the changes 
in technology and the organization of work of the above mentioned periods 

Design content : none Computer usage: No particular computer 
usage required 

Course Outcomes:  
1.Be able to read primary and secondary historical sources, with an understanding of their 
validity, perspective bias, audience and context.(1,2,3,5,6 
2.Analyze other time periods and cultures, displaying a sense of informed perspective and 
deeper appreciation of the common threads of human nature.(1,4,5,6,8) 
3.Be able to  construct an historical essay that present a thesis (1,2,3,4,5,8,10,12) 

4. Describe the socio-economic, political, cultural details of  all periods, from middle-ages to 
modern times( 1,2,3,8,10) 
 

1.Apply analytical and critical thinking skills to contemporary global issues. 

2. Describe the interrelationships between science, technology, and society 

3. Describe the interrelationships between art, culture, and society. 

4. Explain the historical, political and economic conditions in which science and 
technology emerge. 

5. Explain the historical and political conditions in which art and cultural expression 
emerge. 

6.Analyze how modes of thought are shaped by socio-cultural, historical, political and 
economic variables. 



 

 

8. Summarize and assess current developments in their subject area. 

10. Synthesize complex ideas in clear and concise ways. 

12. Demonstrate an ability to communicate effectively with written, oral and visual means 

 

Recommended reading 
John C. Swanson and Michael S. Melancon, Modern Europe: Sources and  
Perspectives from History (Longman, 2003)  

Teaching methods 

lectures, slides, documentaries 

Assessment methods 

Midterm and final exam 
Class survey , Presantations 

Student workload:  
Pre-reading   .................................................15   hrs 

Lectures ……………………………………45   hrs 
Preparatory  reading       ………………….. 30   hrs    

Literature review for presentation………….. 25   hrs 
Team work  for presentation ………………10   hrs 

TOTAL  ………………………………   125  hrs  
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